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ABSTRACT: The publishing of a specialised paper, no matter the category and dimensions,
represents a real challenge on the research way, moreover as the target is not only the receiving of
the accept for publication, but also the use of the conclusions for the fundament of the future
investigations. The results of the research which constitute the object of the publications are
interdependent of the preocupations and the interest domains of research, and solidary with the age
and experience obtained by this way. Thus, every reseacher in the economical domain, and
especially the young economists, have to proceed to the identification at the regional, national and
even international journals which publish economical research for the accomplishment of the
proposed conclusions. The organised, structured, presentation, on recognised and ordered
aphabetically categories of the scientifical journals from the economical domain, will mean a
support given to the economists interested in the disemination of the obtained results in the realised
research. In this way, it will be possible an easier identification of the destination which correspond
to the articles and papers realised by the researchers from the economical area.
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Introduction and Objectives
At the general level, by research we understand the action of examining carefully, of
studying, consulting and searching by an assembly of methods, procceses and studying techniques,
which has a major aim: the obtaining of a result based on information and deep research. The
accomplishing of the research requires the appealing to subjects of an obvious interest of the
deciders directly connected to the social-economical life, who will use yieldly practically the
judgements and the conclusions formulated after the scientifical studies.
In the paper “Evaluation of Scientific Research”, the Ad Astra Association (2005) uses the
terms “scientific research” or “fundamental scientific research” or “research” in order to “describe a
society’s organized cognitive activity resulting in discoveries of more appropriate representations of
reality, disseminated in the context of society. This includes any activity in any field where
observations and experiments are reported and interpreted, where predictive models are developed,
including all of mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, theoretical and experimental aspects,
observations from medical sciences, earth sciences, engineering sciences, agricultural sciences,
economics, pshychology and sociology”.
For Corlan (2005), scientific research is “the art of escape from many small problems to a
general problem, followed by the involvement of the rest of society in this escape”, and “research
meets the adaptation need of society, the research system being the perceptive branch of the
adapting mechanism”.
Thus, “scientific research appears as a kind of interface between theory and practice. It is
based on a good theory, from which it draws, borrows and uses concepts, rules, procedures or tools
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to know reality better, to seek and find solutions, answers or explanations to theoretical or practical
problems. The results of the research are useful for improving, building or rebuilding theories, for
enriching the knowledge of the field or of reality in general. The theory is support and beneficiary
of scientific research. On the other hand, practice is beneficiary of the research’s results, but also of
a supplier of many of the problems that is called to resolve. It is the most important real reference,
perhaps the only one, if we admit the idea that theory, as a whole, has emerged as a result of the
need to solve actual problems and then to generalize”. (Zaiţ and Spalanzani, 2006)
Scientific activity requires knowing the basic elements for conceiving, preparing and writing
a scientific paper, but also multiplying the gathered knowledge regarding the research methodology
with the help of the acquired information related to instruments, methods and investigation
techniques that ensure the development of a solid research ground for everybody who activates in
the knowledge field. Being concern with aspects of the correct development of a scientific paper,
Chelcea (2003) created a guide for writing papers in social and human sciences, addressed to “those
who are not allowed to deviate from the correct writing of their work: students, PhD candidates,
young researchers in general and social and human sciences researchers in particular”.
“The main research goal is to acquire scientific knowledge, with incommensurable benefits
for culture and human civilization. It’s important to store this knowledge within an institutionalized
scientific literature in order to retrieve and efficiently use the various knowledge gained over time”
(Vinţan, 2006). Regardless of the form it takes, the scientific product should be launched on the
market where the demand and supply of research information are faced with each other in order to
achieve the goal for which it was created, to meet the needs of various users due to its properties
and functions. The users acquire this product to use it in this form or acquire it as a raw material or
a semi-finished product for the conceptual or applied operative cycle of the research in order to
manufacture own achievements.
By this paper, we propose ourselves to give to the young economists, but not only, a list of
the Romanian scientifical journals from the economical area recognised by the National Council for
Scientific Research in Higher Education - NCSRHE (in Romanian: Consiliul Naţional al Cercetării
Ştiinţifice din Învăţământul Superior - CNCSIS), encouraging, thus, the preoccupations for the
scientifical research, indispensable to the solutioning of the present economical problems and of the
anticipation of the future difficulties.
Research Methodology
The motivation of approaching this theme lays in the fact that the society needs permanently
to find new solutions, which used at the right time to fight against the present negative
phenomenons, but to avoid the manifestation of other obstacles in the process of the economical
human development. Thus, the optimal strategies which fosters the development of the society will
be those able to research in detail the past to diminish the gravity of the present phenomenons and
to prepare solutions to counteraction of the risks and the uncertaintes of the future. To answer to
these “key” objectives through obtained results, it is important to have as raporting system the fact
that “The Research Method, as Rene Descartes remarked, has four rules. The first one, ... not to
consider one thing as being true untill we really know it is true ..., the second one, to share each
difficulty we may examine in so many parts as we could and as much as we need to solve them
better. The third one, to lead our thoughts in an order, starting with the simplest and easiest to know
objectives to raise, little by little .... and the last one, to make completed enumerations and general
reviews, so that the researcher is sure he did not omit anything to lead his reason and for the
scientifical truth”.
Literature Review
Science is an organized set of knowledge from a certain knowledge field, “a generator of
knowledge acquired through the work of scientists that adds every single time new discoveries and
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reviews of old knowledge to the common groundwork of knowledge, achieving a permanent
development of science.” (Vlada, 2009)
In this sense, “research is the most advanced and rigorous form of knowledge. We can
accept that intuition, experience, testing, as well as error and reasoning are actual ways of
knowledge, which are foregoing and more used than scientific research in the sense in which it can
be considered. These forms have a rather unsystematic and random use, leading to results that can
be generalized and exploited by theory only through additional effort. For example, intuition can
have great practical value, in scientific research it becomes an ultimate factor for many discoveries”
(Zaiţ and Spalanzani, 2006). Tributary to these assertions, Kant said: “Thoughts without content are
empty, intuitions without content are blind ... knowledge can spring only from their union”.
“Scientific literature is composed essentially of books (especially treaties and monographs),
articles published in journals, research reports, proceedings of scientific conferences, doctoral
theses, invention patents, research grants (associated scientific reports), etc.” (Vinţan, 2006). This is
“the storage manner of the results of scientific research in order to find, use and efficiently process
knowledge over time. Today, this scientific literature is stored in print, on-line, in digital libraries,
in magnetic or optic storage devices”. (Vlada, 2009)
In terms of ranking Romanian scientific literature, there are concerns that aim to develop
and implement a national system of indexing publications. Therefore, the National Council for
Scientific Research in Higher Education (CNCSIS), an advisory body of the Ministry of Education,
Research, Youth and Sports, with the mission to increase the relevance of scientific research in
Romanian universities, of the visibility of Romanian science in national and international context,
developed a ranking project for scientific journals in Romania. Starting with May 2011, the
evaluation of journals is coordinated by the National Council for Scientific Research - NCSR (in
Romanian: Consiliul Naţional al Cercetării Ştiinţifice - CNCS), an advisory body of national level
founded after the reorganization of the National Council for Scientific Research in Higher
Education, whose assignment is to stimulate excellence in Romanian research and to assist the
Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and Sports (MECTS), as well as the National Authority for
Scientific Research (ANCS), in coordinating, funding, monitoring and assessing the research work
in Romania. (http://www.cncsis.ro/)
Analyses ans Results
The Romanian scientifical journals were grouped by the CNCSIS on more categories. The
process of evaluation and classifying started 6 years ago and knew a continous dinamics. At
present, there are 5 categories of journals organised on 2 groups, as it follows:
1. Recognised journals CNCSIS, beginning with 2008, as it follows: Category “A” journals quated ISI (journals included in Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED),
Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) or Arts and Humanities Citation Index (AHCI)), Category
“B+” - journals indexed BDI (international data base) and Category “B” - journals with a
recognising score.
2. Journals without a recognising score: Category “C” - journals with a potential in
recognition and Category “D” - journals in the evidence of CNCSIS.
The framing in one of these categories of a scientifical review, it was accomplished after the
evaluation of the conditions accomplished by this, demonstrated by the journal’s paper and of the
other elements from the file submitted at the CNCSIS according to the requirements told by the
evaluation organism, of the criteria and of the provisions of the points and of other minimal
elements exposed on-line on the official page of the institution. To be noticed that between 20112013, a new methodology of evaluation and classification of the Romanian scientifical review.
According to the article: “The evaluation of the journals 2011”, for the journals included in the
categories “B” and “B+” during the period 2008-2010, CNCSIS maintains their category in 2011,
too, till 28.02.2011, completed and sent on the email address of the established person contact,
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Compartiment expert ”The Policy of Science and Scientometry”, the sheet of the journal, and they
respected all the requirements concerning the web page of the journal in that sheet. Following the
fill up of web pages with information required in the evaluation form in 2011, the reassessment was
possible until April 15, 2011, which is the e-mail date of this request, mentioning also the CNCSIS
code of the journal. (http://www.cncsis.ro/Public/cat/434/Evaluare-reviste.html)
Starting with May 2011, the National Council for Scientific Research (CNCS), the new
body responsible for accreditation and ranking of national scientific journals has developed at the
beginning of its activity a document entitled “For a new vision of the Romanian research” where,
based on expert analyses, it explains with the help of two general findings “where we are” in terms
of research and “where we want to be” with the help of the proposed solutions. Noticing a weak
presence of Romanian academic journals in the international circuit, CNCS is forced to rethink how
this type of publications are acknowledged and ranked, aiming to develop a data base for academic
journals that will reflect the quality of our regular publications and will encourage natural
competition. This data base will be developed “on the basis of the evaluation systems used in EU
countries and by the European Science Foundation, through an open and continuous dialog with the
scientic environment.” (http://www.cncs-uefiscdi.ro/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Evaluarea-reviste
lor-din-domeniul-umanist.pdf)
The evaluation and ranking procedure takes into account the continuous submitting of
evaluation files, the registration to the web portal http://www.scipio.ro and two assessments per
year of the files. CNCS announced on April 13 2011, through a material subjected to public debate,
the acknowledgement conditions for Romanian academic journals in human sciences, specifying the
following ranking categories:
1. Category “A” journals - reference journals for the field, with great international visibility;
2. Category “B” journals - journals for the Romanian academic environment, as well as for
foreign researchers, with better visibility at national level;
3. Category “C” journals - journals mainly for researchers in Romania, who work in
research fields with local or regional particularities.
After receiving a large number of comments and suggestions, the National Council for
Scientific Research has decided to extend the period reserved for public debate within the
evaluation program of Romanian journals and publishers until May 11 2011, a date when CNCS
organized a public debate about the evaluation and ranking program for Romanian journals and
publishers, to which were invited representatives of academic journals and publishing houses. The
information package resulted after the public debate and the new calendar of evaluations will be
announced in the coming period. (http://www.cncs-uefiscdi.ro/)
For the identification of the Romanian scientifical journals, we proceeded to the research of
the lists which include the known journals CNCSIS, posted to the address http://www.cncsis.ro/
articole/1991/Situatia-curenta-a-revistelor-recunoscute-CNCSIS-2011.html and the selecting of
those from the Economical Sciences. But what does this domain includ? According to the
classification of the areas and of the specializations/programmes of the universitary studies for the
license, approved by the Government in 2009 (The Decisions no. 943 and 1093), the fundamental
domain: Economical Sciences include 8 domains of the universitary studies, to which correspond 24
specializations for the license studies, presented in the following table.
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Table no. 1
The componant of the fundamental domain Economical Sciences
The domain of the
The Specializing of the license studies
universitary studies
Economics
Economics and Economic Communication in Business
Environment Economics
Food Economics
Food Economics and Environment
General Economics
General Economics and Economical Economy
Finance
Finance and Banks
Business Administration
Business Administration
Merceology and The Management of the Quality
The Administration of Business in Trade, Tourism, Services,
Commodities and The Management Quality
The Business Administration in the Hosting Services
The Economy of the Firm
The Trade, Tourism and Services Economics
The Trade, Tourism, Services, Management Quality Economy
Accounting
Accounting and Management Information Systems
Cibernetics, Statistics and
Economical Cibernetics
Economical Informatics
Economics Informatics
Statistics and Economical Forecast
Economics and International
Economics and International Business
Business
International Business
International Economics
Management
Management
Management of the Sustainable Rural Development
Marketing
Marketing
Source: H.G. 943/2009, modified and completed by the H.G. 1093/2009, Anexa 1.
The enunciation of the specializations of license, at the university level, is meant to highlight
the searcing elements for the identification of the magazines whose objectives subscribe to this
searching. Methodologically, at each identified journal we proceeded to checking the internet
address posted to assure its functioning, by the connection with the official website of the journal,
the titles of the journals and its locations on the internet were planned by grouping these on
categories according to the recognizing of CNCSIS and ordered, alphabetically, at each category.
We mentioned both situations where the title of the journal is in Romanian language or in other
languages.
As we can notice, in table 2 there are 55 journals from the economical sciences recognized
by CNCSIS which we identified, from which 3 included in category “A”, 49 included in category
“B+”, and 3 included in category “B”. For “A”, we accomplished the selection of the journal after
the subdomain ISI Economics, presented journals by CNCSIS on the list. For the categories “B+”
and “B”, the identification of the which answered to the objectives of the research, was made by
researching the aim of each journal, of the themes and sections, and their raporting to the
componant of the fundamental domain Economical Sciences, from above.
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Table no. 2
Recognised journals CNCSIS - Economics
“A” Category Journals quated ISI
Journal Title
URL
Amfiteatru Economic
http://www.amfiteatrueconomic.ase.ro/
Economic Computation and Economic
http://www.ecocyb.ase.ro/
Cybernetics Studies and Research (ECECSR)
Romanian Journal of Economic Forecasting
http://www.ipe.ro/rjef.htm
(RJEF)
“B” Category Journals
Journal Title
Acta Universitatis Danubius. Oeconomica

URL

Agora International Journal of Economical
Sciences
Anale. Seria Ştiinţe Economice. Timişoara
(Univ. Tibiscus)/ Annals. Economics Science
Series. Timişoara (Tibiscus Univ.)
Analele Ştiinţifice ale Universităţii Alexandru
Ioan Cuza din Iaşi - Secţiunea Ştiinţe
Economice/ Scientific Annals of the Alexandru
Ioan Cuza University of Iasi - Economic
Sciences Section (SAAIC)
Analele Universităţii Constantin Brâncuşi din
Târgu Jiu, Seria Economie/ Annals of the
Constantin Brâncuşi University of Târgu Jiu,
Economy Series
Analele Universitatii din Craiova, Seria
Ştiinte Economice
Analele Universităţii din Oradea, Seria Ştiinţe
Economice/
Annals of the University of Oradea, Economic
Sciences Series
Analele Universităţii Dunărea de Jos Galaţi.
Fascicola I - Economie şi Informatică Aplicată/
Annals of Dunărea de Jos University of Galati.
Fascicle I - Economics and Applied Informatics
Analele Universităţii Eftimie Murgu Reşiţa
Fascicola II - Studii Economice/ Annals of
”Eftimie Murgu” University Reşiţa,
Fascicle II - Economic Studies (UEMR)
Analele Universităţii Ovidius. Seria Ştiinţe
Economice/ Ovidius University Annals.
Economic Sciences Series
Analele Universităţii Spiru Haret - Seria
Economie/ Annnals of Spiru Haret University Economics Series
Analele Universităţii “Ştefan cel Mare”

http://journals.univdanubius.ro/index.php/oeconomica
http://www.economicaljournal.univagora.ro/
http://www.fse.tibiscus.ro/anale/anale.html

http://anale.feaa.uaic.ro/anale/ro/

http://www.utgjiu.ro/revista/?s=ec

http://feaa.ucv.ro/annals/
http://anale.steconomiceuoradea.ro/

http://www.ann.ugal.ro/eco/

http://www.analefseauem.ro/

http://www.ovidius-stec.ro/html/anale/RO/

http://anale-economie.spiruharet.ro/en/

http://www.seap.usv.ro/annals/
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Suceava. Fascicolul Facultăţii de Ştiinţe
Economice şi Administraţie Publică/ The
Annals of the "Ştefan cel Mare" University
Suceava. Fascicle of the Faculty of Economics
and Public Administration
Annales Universitatis Apulensis Series
Oeconomica
Annals of the University of Petroşani,
Economics
Anuarul Institutului de Cercetari Economice
Gheorghe Zane/ Yearbook of the Gheorghe
Zane Institute of Economic Researches
Audit Financiar
Buletinul Universităţii Petrol-Gaze din Ploieşti,
Seria Ştiinţe Economice/ Petroleum-Gas
University of Ploieşti Bulletin, Economic
Sciences Series
Contabilitate şi Informatica de Gestiune/
Journal of Accounting and Management
Information Systems (JAMIS)
Economia. Seria Management
Economie Teoretică şi Aplicată/ Theoretical
and Applied Economics
Economy Transdisciplinarity Cognition
EuroEconomica

http://www.oeconomica.uab.ro/index.php?
p=home&l=ro
http://www.upet.ro/anale/economie/
http://www.ices.ro/anuarul_eco/anuarul_eco.htm

http://revista.cafr.ro/Revista-Audit-Financiar
http://www.upg-bulletin-se.ro/

http://www.cig.ase.ro/revista_cig/

http://www.management.ase.ro/reveconomia/
http://www.ectap.ro/

http://www.ugb.ro/etc/
http://journals.univdanubius.ro/index.php/euroeconomica
Hyperion International Journal of Econophysics http://www.journal.universitateahyperion.ro/
and New Economy
Informatica Economică/ Economy Informatics http://www.revistaie.ase.ro/
http://www.economyinformatics.ase.ro (EN)
Journal of Academic Research in Economics
http://www.jare-sh.com/
(JARE)
Journal of Applied Economic Sciences (JAES) http://www.jaes.reprograph.ro/
Journal of Tourism Challenges and Trends
http://journaltct.ro/
Valahian Journal of Economic Studies/ Revue http://www.rvee.eu/ (FR)
Valaque d’Etudes Economiques
http://www.vjes.eu/ (EN)
Lex ET Scientia International Journal (LESIJ) http://lexetscientia.univnt.ro/
Management & Marketing (Bucureşti)
http://www.managementmarketing.ro/
Management & Marketing (Craiova)
http://www.mnmk.ro/
Megabyte
http://megabyte.utm.ro/
Review of Economic and Business Studies
http://www.rebs.ro/
Review of General Management
http://www.managementgeneral.ro/
Revista de Evaluare/ The Valuation Journal
http://www.reval.anevar.ro/
Revista de Management Comparat
http://www.rmci.ase.ro/
Internaţional/ Review of International
Comparative Management
Revista de Management şi Inginerie
http://www.rmee.org/
Economică/ Review of Management and
Economic Engineering
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Revista de Studii şi Cercetari Economice Virgil http://econ.ubbcluj.ro/rvm/
Madgearu/ Virgil Madgearu Review of
Economic Studies and Research
Revista de Turism. Studii şi Cercetări în Turism http://www.revistadeturism.ro/
Revista Economică
http://economice.ulbsibiu.ro./rom/profesori/
publicatii/revista_economica.php
Revista Română de Statistică
http://www.revistadestatistica.ro/
Revista Tinerilor Economişti/ The Young
http://stat257.central.ucv.ro/rte/
Economists Journal
Robotica & Management
http://www.robotica-management.uem.ro
Romanian Economic and Business Review
http://www.rebe.rau.ro/call.html
Studia Universitatis Babes Bolyai, Oeconomica http://studiaoeconomica.ubbcluj.ro/
Studia Universitatis Babes-Bolyai, Negotia
http://www.studia.ubbcluj.ro/serii/negotia/
Studia Universitatis Vasile Goldiş Arad, Seria http://www.uvvg.ro/studia/economice/
Ştiinţe Economice
Studii şi Cercetări de Calcul Economic şi
http://www.revcib.ase.ro/
Cibernetică Economică
Theoretical and Empirical Researches in Urban http://www.um.ase.ro/
Management
“B” Category Journals
Journal Title
Bulletin of the Transilvania University of
Braşov - Series V: Economic Sciences
Lucrări Ştiinţifice Management, Inginerie
Economică în Agricultură şi Dezvoltare Rurală/
Scientific Papers Series ”Management,
Economic Engineering in Agriculture and Rural
Development”
Kozgazdasz Forum/ Forumul Economic

URL
http://but.unitbv.ro/Bulletin/Series%20V/
Series%20V.html
http://www.managusamv.ro/reviste/publicatii

http://www.rmkt.ro/RO/1077_RMKTForum_Article.aspx

Source: Identification and suplimentary chekings starting with the posted lists to the addresses:
http://www.cncsis.ro/userfiles/file/CENAPOSS/A_OCT_2010_FI.pdf,
http://www.cncsis.ro/userfiles/file/CENAPOSS/
Bplus_aprilie_2011(1).pdf and http://www.cncsis.ro/userfiles/file/CENAPOSS/B_ aprilie_2011.pdf.

On the other hand, for the dissemination of the results of the accomplished research, besides
the recognised journals, there must be taken into account the Romanian scientifical journals which
are not recognised by the CNCSIS. The identification of these in the lists posted by CNCSIS in
2010 was followed by the searching of the official web page by Google Romania
(http://www.google.ro/), using as the expression of searching the title of the journal. In the case of
the journals which have no official page, but give an email address to those interested in publishing,
we indicated the web email address.
Table no. 3
Journals not recognised by the CNCSIS - Economics
Journal Title
URL
Acta Universitatis Bogdan Vodă. Series
http://www.ubv.ro/revisteubv_en.php
Oeconomica
Analele Universităţii Europene Drăgan din
http://www.universitateaeuropeanadragan.ro/revistaLugoj. Seria Economică
anale-seria-economica.html
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Buletin Ştiinţific. Seria A. Ştiinţe Economice.
Universitatea de Nord Baia Mare
Buletinul Ştiintific al Universităţii Politehnica
din Timişoara, România, Seria Management.
Inginerie Economică. Ingineria
Transporturilor/ Scientific Bulletin of the
Politehnica University of Timişoara, România,
Transactions on Management. Engineering
Economy. Transportation Engineering
Contabilitatea, Expertiza şi Auditul
Afacerilor
Controlul Economico-Financiar
Economia XXI/ The Economy 21
Economie Agrară şi Dezvoltare Rurală/
Agricultural Economics and Rural
Development
Euroglob
Finanţe Bănci Asigurări
Gestiunea şi Contabilitatea Firmei
Impozite şi Taxe
Journal of Economics and Business
Research (JEBR)
Management Research and Practice
Manager
Oeconomica
Raporturi de Muncă
Reperes Economique et Informatique
Revista A.T.M.
Revista de Comerţ
Revista de Comunicare şi Marketing
Revista Finanţe Publice şi Contabilitate
Revista Română de Asigurări/ Romanian
Journal of Insurance
Revista Univers Economic
Studii şi Cercetări Ştiinţifice, Seria Ştiinţe
Economice/ Studies and Scientific Researches,
Edition Eonomics
Tribuna Economică
Universitatea din Piteşti - Buletin Ştiinţific Seria Ştiinţe Economice

http://stiinte.ubm.ro/?b=Cerce/Rev
http://www.upt.ro/BuletineStiintifice/MPT/Index.htm

edituraceccar@yahoo.com
http://www.tribunaeconomica.ro/index.php?id_tip_
categorie=4&id_categ=82
http://economiaxxi.upa.ro/
http://revista.eadr.ro/

http://www.ugc.ro/euroglob.php
http://www.tribunaeconomica.ro/index.php?id_tip_
categorie=4&id_categ=84
http://www.tribunaeconomica.ro/index.php?id_tip_
categorie=4&id_categ=85
http://www.tribunaeconomica.ro/index.php?id_tip_
categorie=4&id_categ=80
http://uav.ro/ro/reviste/journal-of-economics-andbusiness-research
http://mrp.ase.ro/
http://www.manager.unibuc.ro/
http://www.oeconomica.ro/
http://www.tribunaeconomica.ro/index.php?id_tip_
categorie=4&id_categ=83
http://www.milenapress.ro/REI/Fr/Presentation/Presentation.html
http://www.marketwatch.ro/1041/Revista/ATM/
http://www.tribunaeconomica.ro/index.php?id_tip_
categorie=4&id_categ=88
http://editura.andreisaguna.ro/reviste/2/
http://www.mfinante.ro/publicatiipresa.html?
pagina=presa
http://www.ima-imi.ro/ro/publicatii/index.html
http://www.universitateazane.ro/revista.html
http://fsec.ub.ro/cercetare

http://www.tribunaeconomica.ro/
http://economic.upit.ro/buletin.php
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Source: Identifications and suplimentary searching on the Internet starting with posted lists at the addresses:
http://www.cncsis.ro/userfiles/file/CENAPOSS/C_2010.pdf and http://www.cncsis.ro/ userfiles/file/CENAPOSS/D_
2010.pdf.

At the numbers level, the framing in categories of the scientifical review from the CNCSIS
evidence, product of our process, is reflected in a graphics situation in the following figure.

Figure no. 1 - The number situation of the journals in the evidence of CNCSIS - Economics
Conclusions
Any scientifical research in the economics leads inevitably to some final results, which
confirm or refutes the hypotesis formulated by the researcher. “By the research results we
understand what it is obtained from the action of the used methods on the object which the
researcher studies to know it.” (Enăchescu, 2007)
The result of the basic research is „a general model about how the surrounding world is
made and evolves. This model may be developed in reference publications called primary
publications and resumed and explained in a less formal language in other publications that cite the
primary ones. The model related to the world aims to make predictions about the evolution of
various aspects related to nature and society. Based on these predictions, modern society adapts to
reality.” (Ad Astra Association, 2005)
Vlada (2009) counts the following type of scientific papers, written in their final form - full
paper: original article, teaching article, specialized study, specialized journal, popularization
journal, proceedings, book/monograph, doctoral thesis, dissertation thesis, graduation thesis.
(http://c3.cniv.ro/?q=2010/lucrari)
The young economists, either graduaders in sciences, economical domain, degree
graduaders, or a superior degree, teachers in the public or private teaching system, researchers in a
researching team or in an institute of research, beginners or experienced produce through their
activity different results. The final results of the research which contain the accomplishement of the
proposed objectives, must be known by the specialists, the difusion in the scientifical areas being
made by scientifical communications, articles or monography, published on the theme of the
research.
Beginning with the affirmation that “the main way of publishing of the scientifical research
is today the journal and the specialty periodical”, accompanied by the explanation that “at least the
published article is dominant, favouring the information and research in science, as the reputations
and careers of the researchers” (Cenar, 2010), we presented in an organised way, structured on
known categories and alphabetically ordered, the Romanian Scientifical journals from the
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economical area assuring, through the contact electronic information an easier identification of the
jorunals which assures the best communication to the national and international economical
scientifical area of the own research results.
In reaching the objectives of this study, we want to express our awareness about not being
able to guarantee the width in the lists presented of the all journals, which in a larger or smaller way
they answer to the searched themes. The limits are not given by the bad will of the authors, but by
the factors as the dificulty of the inventory process raported to the searched area, the continuous
updating of the lists with evaluated journals by the enabled institution, the dinamics of the collective
editorial activities preoccupied with the updating of the web pages of the managed journals, the lack
of function of some web addresses; all these determining the possible lacks or limits of
identification. At the same time, we mention that we did not includ the journals which have no
official presenting websites. Even in the limited mentioned limits, we think that through the
presentation of this syntesis of the economical scientifical journals, updated according to the latest
information posted by CNCSIS on the official site, we bring a better visibility, by announcing
separatly, making easier, through the drawing out of the unclassified lists, according to the themes
interested to the economists, the searching of the pattern destination for the final product of the
research.
The further research aim to the updating of lists with the scientifical journals grouped
according to the recognition and the category of framing considering the next stages in the process
of evaluation and classification of the CNCS journals. At the same time, for the national scientifical
research in the economical domain, is relevant the accomplishment of an analysis of the dinamics of
the economical scientifical reviews on categories afferent to the period between the start of the
process of evaluation and the present moment.
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